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	100 SOA Questions brings together authoritative answers to the most crucial questions business, technical, and architectural decision-makers ask about SOA. It draws on the immense experience of two SOA experts who’ve participated in more than 100 SOA projects in the roles of architect, designer, consultant, technical manager, and strategist.


	 


	Organized to reflect the Open Group’s Open Services Integration Maturity Model (OSIMM), this book provides fast, convenient access to information about all facets of SOA planning, implementation, management, and utilization.


	 


	This book will be an invaluable resource for all executives, architects, and practitioners who have just started their SOA journey or are well underway.


	 


	In-depth answers to questions about SOA topics such as


	• SOA Concepts and Planning


	• Business Strategy


	• Organization and Support


	• Governance


	• Methods and Techniques


	• Applications


	• Architecture


	• Information Management


	• Infrastructure


	• The Future of SOA


	 


	100 SOA Questions answers the most critical questions executives and practitioners have about SOA. Kerrie Holley and Dr. Ali Arsanjani draw on their unsurpassed experience from hundreds of SOA projects conducted worldwide.


	 


	• Why should business stakeholders care about SOA?


	• What is the return on investment (ROI) of SOA adoption?


	• What is flexibility and how does SOA deliver on this promise?


	• Should service development be centralized in service centers?


	• How should services be identified or specified to maximize reuse?


	• How do SOA methods reduce the lifetime costs for applications?


	• How can organizational barriers to SOA success be removed?


	• What changes with application development when SOA is introduced?


	• How does architecture change as a result of SOA adoption?


	• What is a canonical message model?


	• How does the SOA infrastructure support events?


	• What are context-aware services?
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GSM, GPRS and EDGE Performance: Evolution Towards 3G/UMTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Now fully revised and updated throughout, GSM, GPRS and EDGE Performance continues to provide a complete overview of the entire GSM system. It presents comprehensive descriptions of GSM’s main evolutionary milestones – GPRS, AMR and EDGE and explains how such developments have positioned GERAN (GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network) as a full...
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PHP 7 Zend Certification Study Guide: Ace the ZCE 2017-PHP ExamApress, 2017

	Improve your programming knowledge and become Zend Certified. This book closely follows the ZCE2017-PHP exam syllabus and adds important details that help candidates to prepare for the test. 





	Zend Certification is an industry recognized standard for PHP engineers.  It is very difficult to pass the examination without...
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Google+: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you want to gain more control over your social networking activities with Google+, this jargon-free guide helps you quickly master the ins and outs of the site. Learn how to organize your contacts, hold video chats with as many as ten people, and determine exactly who may learn what about you. With this book, you’ll navigate...
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Bayesian Time Series ModelsCambridge University Press, 2011

	'What's going to happen next?' Time series data hold the answers, and Bayesian methods represent the cutting edge in learning what they have to say. This ambitious book is the first unified treatment of the emerging knowledge-base in Bayesian time series techniques. Exploiting the unifying framework of probabilistic graphical...
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Getting Started with Kubernetes - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn how to schedule and run application containers using Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Get well-versed with the fundamentals of Kubernetes and get it production-ready for deployments
	
		Confidently manage your container clusters and networks using Kubernetes
	
		This practical...
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Texturing and Modeling, Third Edition: A Procedural ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2002

	What is a realistic image? This is an age-old question in art, and a contemporary
	question in computer graphics. This book provides a modern answer involving the
	computer and a new definition of realism.


	The classic definition of realism has been veridical realism. Does the picture pass
	the comparison test? That is, would an...
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